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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider the uplink transmission
within CP-assisted (Cyclic Pre¯x) DS-CDMA (Direct
Sequence Code Division Multiple Access) systems and
we present a frequency-domain MUD (MultiUser De-
tection) receiver with iterative estimation and com-
pensation of residual frequency errors.

The proposed receiver is suitable for broadband
wireless systems, with performances that can be close
to the single-user MFB (Matched Filter Bound), even
for fully loaded systems and/or in the presence of
strong interfering signals. The receiver is powerful
enough for typical asynchronous scenarios, requiring
only a coarse synchronization between users.1
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1 Introduction

DS-CDMA schemes (Direct Sequence Code Division
Multiple Access) allow good capacities, together with
high system °exibility. Moreover, contrarily to TDMA
schemes (Time Division Multiple Access), all users
transmit continuously, regardless of the bit rates, re-
ducing signi¯cantly the peak power requirements for
the ampli¯ers. This, combined with the relatively low
envelope °uctuations of the DS-CDMA signal associ-
ated to each spreading sequence, makes these schemes
good candidates for broadband wireless systems, es-
pecially at the uplink. However, for severely time-
dispersive channels the loss of orthogonality between
users can lead to signi¯cant performance degradation,
unless very high-complexity MUD (MultiUser Detec-
tion) receiver structures are employed.

CP-assisted (Cyclic Pre¯x) block transmission
techniques are known to be appropriate for severely
time-dispersive channels, since they allow low-
complexity, FFT-based (Fast Fourier Transform) re-
ceiver implementations [1, 2]. This concept can be suc-
cessfully employed with DS-CDMA schemes [3]. The
receiver is particularly simple at the downlink: since

1This work was partially supported by the FCT project
POSI/CPS/46701/2002 - MC-CDMA and the B-BONE project
IST-2003-507607.

all spreading codes are a®ected by the same multipath
channel, the receiver can be based on a simple FDE
(Frequency-Domain Equalizer), operating at the chip
level, followed by the despreading procedure. To avoid
signi¯cant noise enhancement, the FDE is usually op-
timized under the MMSE (Minimum Mean-Squared
Error) criterion [4], which means that we are not able
to fully orthogonalize the di®erent spreading codes.
Therefore, we can have signi¯cant residual interference
levels, especially when di®erent users have di®erent
powers. To avoid this problem, a promising nonlin-
ear receiver structure was proposed in [5] which em-
ploys an IB-DFE (Iterative Block Decision feedback
Equalization) [6, 7] which is especially designed for
DS-CDMA signals.

The receiver design for the uplink is more chal-
lenging, due to the fact that the signals associated
to di®erent users are a®ected by di®erent propaga-
tion channels. A promising frequency-domain receiver
for the uplink of CP-assisted systems was recently
proposed [8, 9]. This receiver, which takes advan-
tage of the spectral correlations inherent to cyclosta-
tionary signals [10] for the separation of the di®erent
users, combined with iterative interference cancella-
tion, has excellent performances in synchronous sys-
tems. However, since it is very di±cult to maintain
a good synchronization between di®erent users, some
time and, especially, frequency misalignments are al-
most unavoidable.

In this paper we consider the receiver design
for the uplink transmission in asynchronous CP-
assisted DS-CDMA systems. We present an iterative
frequency-domain MUD receiver with interference can-
celation, together with the estimation and compensa-
tion of residual frequency errors.

This paper is organized as follows: the CP-
assisted block transmission DS-CDMA schemes con-
sidered here are described in sec. 2. In sec. 3 we
describe the basic MUD receiver considered in this pa-
per. In Sec. 4 we shown how one can modify the basic
receiver to cope with asynchronous systems. Sec. 5
presents a set of performance results and sec. 6 is con-
cerned with the conclusions of the paper.



2 CP-Assisted DS-CDMA

Let us consider the uplink transmission in DS-CDMA
systems employing CP-assisted block transmission
techniques. We have P users, transmitting blocks with
the same dimensions. For the sake of simplicity, it is
also assumed that all users have the same spreading
factor K and the same data rate.

The size-M data block to be transmitted by the
pth user is fan;p;n = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1g, with an;p se-
lected from a given constellation. The corresponding
chip block to be transmitted is fsn;p;n = 0; 1; : : : ; N¡
1g, where N = MK and sn;p = abn=Kc;pcn;p (bxc de-
notes "larger integer not higher than x"), with cn;p de-
noting the spreading symbols. Throughout this paper,
it is assumed that fcn;p;n = mK;mK + 1; : : : ;mK +
K¡1g, is the product of anK-length Hadamard-Walsh
sequence with a pseudo-random scrambling sequence
common to all users of the BS (Base Station)2; the
spreading sequence is also assumed to be periodic, with
period K (i.e., cn+K;p = cn;p).

The signal received at the BS is sampled at the
chip rate (the generalization for multiple samples per
chip is straightforward) and the CP is removed, lead-
ing to the time-domain block fyn;n = 0; 1; : : : ; N¡1g.
It can be shown that, when the CP is longer than
the overall channel impulse response for each user,
the corresponding frequency-domain block is fYk; k =

0; 1; : : : ;N ¡ 1g, where Yk =
PP

p=1
»pSk;pH

Ch
k;p + Nk,

with HCh
k;p denoting the channel frequency response for

the pth user and the kth frequency and Nk the chan-
nel noise for that frequency (for the sake of simplicity,
a synchronous system is assumed in this section; the
extension to asynchronous scenarios will be considered
in sec. 4) and »p accounts for the propagation losses
between the pth transmitter and the receiver.

It is shown in [8, 9] that Yk =
PP

p=1
Ak mod M;pHk;p+Nk, withHk;p = 1

K »pH
Ch
k;pC

0
k;p

denoting the equivalent channel frequency re-
sponse for the pth user and the kth fre-
quency and fC 0

k;p; k = 0; 1; : : : ; N ¡ 1g = DFT
fc0n;p;n = 0; 1; : : : ;N ¡ 1g, where c0n;p = cn;p for
0 · n < K and 0 otherwise. Clearly, there is a
K-order multiplicity in the samples Sk;p and, conse-
quently, in the samples Yk. This multiplicity, which is
related to the spectral correlations that are inherent
to the cyclostationary nature of the transmitted
signals [10], will be used in our MUD design.

2It should be pointed out that, since we are considering the
uplink transmission, an orthogonal spreading is not mandatory.
In fact, if the channels associated to di®erent users are uncorre-
lated and severely time-dispersive, the achievable performances
are almost the same.

3 Basic Receiver Structure

We consider an iterative frequency-domain MUD re-
ceiver with interference cancelation. Each iteration
consists of P detection stages, one for each user, i.e.,
we adopted a SIC approach (Successive Interference
Cancelation), although a PIC approach (Parallel Inter-
ference Cancelation) could also be employed [9]. When
detecting a given user, the interference from previ-
ously detected users is canceled, as well as the residual
ISI (Inter-Symbol Interference) associated to that user
(the users are ordered in power, i.e., the ¯rst user to
be detected is the one with larger average power and
the last is the one with lower average power3).

For a given iteration, the detection of the pth
user employs the structure depicted in ¯g. 1, where
we have a feedforward ¯lter, followed by a decimation
procedure and P feedback ¯lters (one for each user).
The feedforward ¯lter is designed to minimize both
the ISI and the multiuser interference that cannot be
canceled by the feedback ¯lters, due to decision er-
rors in the previous detection steps. After an IDFT
operation, the corresponding time-domain outputs are
passed through a hard-decision device so as to pro-
vide an estimate of the data block transmitted by the
pth user. If we do not have any information about
the users' data blocks, the receiver reduces to a linear
frequency-domain MUD.
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Figure 1. Basic structure for the detection of the pth
user.

The K-order multiplicity implicit in the samples
Yk is employed to separate the users. This means that,
for each iteration, the frequency-domain samples asso-
ciated with the pth user at the detector output are
given by

~Ak;p =

K¡1X
l=0

Fk+lM;pYk+lM ¡

PX
p0=1

B
(p0)
k;p Âk;p0 =

3The detection order has a signi¯cant impact on the receiver
performance for the ¯rst iteration; however, after some itera-
tions, we have almost the same performance regardless of the
detection order.



=

K¡1X
l=0

Fk+lM;pYk+lM ¡ B
(p)
k;pÂk;p ¡

X
p0 6=p

B
(p0)
k;p Âk;p0 (1)

where Fk;p (k = 0; 1; : : : ; N ¡ 1) denote the feed-

forward coe±cients and B
(p0)
k;p (k = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1;

p0 = 1; 2; : : : ; P ) denote the feedback coe±cients. The
block fÂk;p0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1g is the DFT of the
block fân;p0 ;n = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1g, where the time-
domain samples ân;p0 ; n = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1, are the
latest estimates for the transmitted symbols associ-
ated to the p0th user, i.e., the hard-decisions associ-
ated with the block of time-domain samples f~an;p0 ;n =

0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1g = IDFT f ~Ak;p0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1g.
Since we are considering a SIC strategy [8], for the ith
iteration, ân;p0 is associated with the ith iteration for
p0 < p and with the (i ¡ 1)th iteration for p0 ¸ p (in
the ¯rst iteration, we do not have any information for
p0 ¸ p and the corresponding ân;p0 are zero).

It can be shown that the optimum forward coef-
¯cients, fFk;p; k = 0; 1; : : : ; N ¡ 1g, are the solution of
the following system of K equations [8, 9]:

PX
p0=1

(1¡ ½2p0)H¤
k+lM;p0

K¡1X
l0=0

Fk+l0M;pHk+l0M;p0 +

+®pFk+lM;p = H¤
k+lM;p; l = 0; 1; : : : ; K ¡ 1; (2)

with ®p = E[jNkj
2]=E[jAk;pj

2] and ½p denoting the
overall reliability of the decisions used in the feed-
back loop, given by ½p = E[ân;pa

¤
n;p]=E[jan;pj

2] =

E[Âk;pA
¤
k;p]=E[jAk;pj

2].

The feedback coe±cients, fB
(p0)
k;p ; k =

0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1g (p0 = 1; 2; : : : ; P ), are given by

B
(p0)
k;p = ½p0

Ã
K¡1X
l0=0

Fk+l0M;pHk+l0M;p0 ¡ °p±p;p0

!
(3)

(±p;p0 = 1 if p = p0 and 0 otherwise), with °p =
1
M

PM¡1
k=0

PK¡1
l=0 Fk+lM;pHk+lM;p.

The solution of (2) can also be written in the form
[9]

Fk+lM;p =

PX
p0=1

H¤
k+lM;p0I

(p0)
k;p (4)

(k = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1; l = 0; 1; : : : ; K ¡ 1), with the set

of coe±cients fI
(p0)
k ; p0 = 1; 2; : : : ; Pg satisfying the set

of P equations

PX
p00=1

I
(p00)
k;p ¢

¢

Ã
(1¡ ½2p0)

K¡1X
l0=0

H¤
k+l0M;p00Hk+l0M;p0 + ®p±p0;p00

!
=

= ±p;p0 ; p0 = 1; 2; : : : ; P:

(5)

The computation of the feedforward coe±cients
from (4)-(5) is simpler than the direct computation,
from (2), especially when P < K .

4 Asynchronous System

The receiver structure considered in the previous sec-
tion requires perfect time and frequency synchroniza-
tion between the BS and the MT (Mobile Terminal).
Typically, this synchronization is ensured though a
feedback channel, from the BS to each MT. Naturally,
some residual time and/or frequency errors between
BS and the MTs are unavoidable, especially if we want
a low-rate feedback channel.

Let us assume that there is a time misalignment
¢Tp on the block associated to the pth MT. If the CP
is long enough to cope with the length of the channel
impulse response plus maxp 6=p0 j¢Tp ¡ ¢Tp0 j then it
can easily be shown that the corresponding received

frequency-domain block is fY
(¢T )
k ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; N ¡

1g, with

Y
(¢T )
k =

PX
p=1

Ak;pHk;p exp(¡j2¼k¢Tp=T ) +N
(¢T )
k

(6)
(k = 0; 1; : : : ; N ¡ 1), where the equivalent noise com-

ponent N
(¢T )
k has the same statistical properties of

Nk. Clearly,

Y
(¢T )
k =

PX
p=1

Ak;pH
(¢Tp)
k;p +N

(¢T )
k ; (7)

with the equivalent channel frequency response given

by H
(¢Tp)
k;p = Hk;p exp(¡j2¼k¢Tp=T ). Therefore, pro-

vided that we have accurate channel estimation and
the CP is long enough, we can easily deal with timing
errors (these errors are absorbed in the overall channel
frequency response associated to each user).

With respect to the frequency errors, it can be
shown that the samples at the input of the decision
device associated to the pth user are approximately
given by

~a
¢fp
n;p0 ¼ ~an;p0 exp(j2¼¢fpnT=M) (8)

(n = 0; 1; : : : ;M ¡ 1), with T denoting the duration
of the useful part of the block and ¢fp denoting the
frequency error between the local oscillator at the pth
mobile terminal and the local oscillator at the BS (this
is a good approximation provided that ¢fpT < 1=2
and M >> 1). From (8), it is clear that we have a
progressive phase rotation along the data symbols, we
just have to estimate ¢fp and compensate the phase
rotation before the decision device.

The frequency o®set can be estimated using spe-
cially designed reference blocks [11, 12]. However,



since the frequency error is di®erent for di®erent users,
we would need to estimate all frequency errors. This
means P reference blocks (multiplexed in the time
and/or the frequency), which might lead to signi¯cant
overheads. To avoid this problem, we will consider
a modi¯ed version of the iterative receiver proposed
in [13] that combines an IB-DFE with an iterative,
decision-directed estimation and compensation of fre-
quency errors.

For each iteration, the detection of the pth user
can be made using the structure depicted in ¯g. 2.
¢fp is estimated as follows:

d¢fp =
M

2¼¢MT
arg

(
M¡¢M¡1X

n=0

~a¢f
n+¢M;p~a

¢f¤
n;p

ân+¢M;pâ¤n;p

)
; (9)

with ¢M ¼ 2M=3. To avoid high error rates in ân;p,
the frequency error cannot be too high (say, ¢fpT <
0:2 or 0.3).
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Figure 2. Detection of the pth user in the presence of
frequency errors (µn;p = 2¼¢fpnT=M).

5 Performance Results

In this section, we present a set of performance re-
sults concerning the proposed MUD receiver. We con-
sider the uplink transmission within a CP-assisted DS-
CDMA system with spreading factor K = 4, P = 4
users (i.e., a fully loaded scenario) and M = 64 data
symbols for each user, corresponding to blocks with
length N = KM = 256, plus an appropriate cyclic ex-
tension. QPSK constellations, with Gray mapping, are
employed and we consider a severely time-dispersive
channel and perfect channel estimation conditions.
The CP is assumed to be long enough to cope with
the multipath propagation e®ects, plus timing errors.

Let us ¯rst assume prefect carrier synchroniza-
tion between all MTs and the BS. We will also as-
sume that the signals associated to di®erent users have
the same average power at the receiver (i.e., the BS),
which corresponds to an "ideal average power control".
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Figure 3. BER for each user, when the proposed it-
erative receiver is employed (for a given iteration, the
users that are detected later have better BER).

Fig. 3 shows the impact of the number of iterations on
the BER for each user. For the sake of comparisons,
we also include the corresponding MFB performance
(Matched Filter Bound), de¯ned as

PMFB
b;p = E

2
4Q

0
@
vuut2Eb

N0

1

N

N¡1X
k=0

jHk;pj2

1
A
3
5 ; (10)

where the expectation is over the set of channel re-
alizations (it is assumed that E[jHk;pj

2] = 1 for any
k).

From this ¯gure, we can observe that our iterative
receiver is able to separate the di®erent users. For a
given iteration, the users that are detected ¯rst face
stronger interference levels and have worse BER. This
is especially important at the ¯rst iteration. After four
iterations the performances are already similar for all
users, and close to the MFB.

Let us consider now a scenario where the sig-
nals associated to di®erent users have di®erent average
powers at the receiver. We will consider two classes of
users, CL and CH , with di®erent average powers at the
receiver. The performance results presented in ¯g. 4
concern the case where the average power of CH users
is 10dB above the average power of CL users and a
fully loaded scenario, with two CL users and two CH

users. Clearly, the CL users face strong interference
levels. Once again, the proposed iterative receiver al-
lows signi¯cant performance gains. The performance
of low power users asymptotically approaches the MFB
when we increase the number of iterations; however,
for high power users, the BER at 10¡4 is still between
1 or 2dB from the MFB. This can be explained from
the fact that the BER is much lower for high-power
users, allowing an almost perfect interference cancela-
tion of their e®ects on low-power users; therefore, the
corresponding performances can be very close to the



MFB. The higher BERs for the low-power users pre-
clude an appropriate interference cancelation when we
detect high-power users.
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Figure 4. BER performances as a function of the
Eb=N0 of CH users (average power of CH users 10dB
above the average power of CL users).

Let us consider now an asynchronous system.
Since the timing errors can be easily absorbed by the
the CP, we will consider only the impact of frequency
errors. Fig. 5 concerns the case where the di®erent
users have uncorrelated frequency errors and we em-
ploy the technique described in the previous section for
estimating and compensating the residual phase rota-
tions (for the sake of comparisons we also include the
case without compensation and with perfect compen-
sation of the phase rotation). Clearly, the frequency
errors can lead to signi¯cant performance degradation,
but the proposed receiver allows a good compensation
of its e®ects.
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Figure 5. BER performances for each iteration, aver-
aged over all users, when the ¢fp are uniformly dis-
tributed in [¡0:3=T; 0:3=T ].

6 Conclusions

In this paper we considered the uplink transmission
within CP-assisted DS-CDMA systems and we pre-
sented a frequency-domain MUD receiver with itera-
tive interference cancelation that is suitable to asyn-
chronous systems.

Our performance results showed that the pro-
posed receiver is suitable for broadband wireless sys-
tems, with performances that can be close to the
single-user MFB, even for fully loaded systems and/or
in the presence of strong interfering signals. It was also
shown that the proposed receiver is powerful enough
for typical conditions, requiring only a coarse synchro-
nization between users.
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